23 Spots You Shouldn’t Miss in Paris If You Love Architecture
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Oh Paris, so many people long to visit you soon.

But then, once people have the plane ticket and arrive in the city, they limit themselves to visit the Eiffel Tower and Notre Dame (included in this list by the way). Kind of sad, isn’t it?

Paris has so much to offer, and you know it. That’s why you are reading this article. You’re reading this article because you want to visit Paris’ newest buildings but also the old jewels, because you love wandering around but also want to find its beautiful hidden spots.

The truth is that people who love architecture tend to travel in a different way.

Want to discover Paris’ architecture? Continue reading!

(extrait)
10. Espace Citroën
Architect: Manuelle Gautrand
Location: Avenue des Champs-Élysées 42 (Google)
Year: 2007
Description: Located just a few streets away from the Arc de Triomphe, this building is dedicated to the Citroën C42 showroom. Its shape is quite different compared to the traditional buildings that fill up the Champs-Élysées. Gautrand used the glass of the faceted window as a symbol of the marque’s creativity and innovativeness. She fused the corporate logo with the (beautiful) façade structure: the frame is made up of inverted V-shapes. Read more here.